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J O A N ’ S   J O U R N A L
By Joan Arkins, Associate Publisher

F S / T E C
Long Beach, Calif.—Oct. 26-29

Wildfires racing across Southern California impacted ev-
eryone.  The fires that had started just days earlier had
killed more than a dozen people and burned over 500
square miles of land by the first day of the show.  Thir-
teen fires in all would burn for two weeks.  The Santa

Ana winds that
fanned the
flames also
blew ashes
across the re-
gion.  The cin-
ders drifted
across the
grounds of the
Long Beach
C o n v e n t i o n
Center like an
early season
snowfall.
   Attendees
and exhibitors
alike were

plagued by flight cancellations and delays relating to
the fires.  Exhibitors were diverted to alternate airports
and many rented cars and drove hundreds of miles to
be at FS/TEC.  The problem was the attendees didn’t do
the same.  Joe Mauro with inbox360 made it to the show,
but his booth didn’t.  Shipping delays prevented his booth

Diane Estner of SDD Systems and Brian
Garavuso of Interstate Hotels & Re-
sorts are more interested  in checking
sports scores on their wireless devices
than they are in enjoying Fright Night at
the HFTP Annual Convention.

from arriving until the second day of the show.  Overall at-
tendance at the show was so light that by the final day,
exhibitors were eager to talk to anyone who wasn’t an-
other vendor.

Kiosks were the order of the day at FS/TEC; every-
where I looked a kiosk was shaking drink cups at me or
enticing me to upgrade my combo.  The kiosk even made
an appearance at the airport in Los Angeles and now that
I am home, kiosks are in my gas station’s mini-mart tempt-
ing me to buy an extra large coffee for only 10 cents more.

I H / M & R S
New York, N.Y.—Nov. 8-11

Traffic was good at the IH/M&RS.  The “Wireless and Be-
yond” and “Ask the Experts” sessions were two of the best
I’ve attended in 2003.  The wireless session took an overall
look at everything from RFID to Bluetooth devices even
802.11a-z.  The panelists, including a number of Hospitality
Upgrade writers, did an excellent job explaining how wire-
less can touch nearly every aspect of a property’s opera-
tions.  The “Ask the Experts” panel was standing room only
and nearly everyone stayed the entire time.  Panelists an-
swered questions in a free-for-all format and nothing was
off limits.  Audience members asked excellent questions
and there were certainly many more, but unfortunately time
ran out.

The icing on the cake came after the show, watching
the lunar eclipse between New York City’s skyscrapers.
Even hurried New Yorkers stopped momentarily to look up
at the sky.

OTA and BEST WESTERN

The basic premise and pro-
mise of the OTA is that it will provide
a cross-industry specification, allow-
ing a uniform approach for the ex-
change of information between will-
ing business partners. At Best West-
ern we have approximately 45 such
willing partners. When I arrived at Best
Western approximately three years
ago, we were working with our 45-
plus property management system
vendors toward achieving an interface
with our central reservation system.
All of our resources were consumed
with trying to get a single interface up,
and that interface wasn’t one of the
OpenTravel Alliance’s. Having been a
strong advocate and participant in the
OpenTravel Alliance prior to joining

Continued from OTA article on page 145

Best Western, I had a particular bias
or hope of a simplified, unified, more
efficient and effective approach.

Over the course of the last three
years, the OTA has made tremendous
progress as it relates to the creation,
implementation and adoption of the
specification for this type of transac-
tion or exchange of information. At
Best Western we have firmly em-
braced the OTA approach to interfaces
of this type. We completed our pro-
prietary interface but have quickly
moved forward to the implementation
of an interface based on the OTA
specification. Our first vendor to be
certified, MSI, is now available. We are
also working with a number of other
vendors who are in various stages of

development and certification. This
has allowed our development team to
focus on a single interface, features
and functionality in that interface, and
also has standardized the Q&A and
implementation process. I can’t imag-
ine having to develop, test, imple-
ment, maintain and support 45 differ-
ent interfaces to deal with the myriad
of different property management
systems out there. This has not only
been good for Best Western but also
it has been very beneficial for the ven-
dors. As they move forward and adopt
an OTA-based interface, it makes it
very portable when they deal with
other major central reservation sys-
tems or hotel companies. It is clearly
a win-win for all parties.

 by Mike Kistner, CIO of Best Western International
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